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. the spirit club cheered during the winter pep-rally 

we attended commemoration services for Atatiirk. 

m 
The 1994-1995 school year 
began with over 60 new 
students in the school. For 
a school the size of George C. 
Marshall, it was a whole new 
beginning. Several returning 
students mentioned that it felt 
as though they had changed 
schools. School spirit was 
overhauled and rebuilt, giving 
G.C.M. an envigorating charm 
and a sense of high 
expectations for the new year. 

...the elementary went 
on parade for Halloween. 

i 

..the Home-Economics class made a Thanks
giving Dinner. 

The year certainly lived up to its promise 
and memories have been made that will 
never be forgotten. So, as you move on 
through life, we invite you to sift through 
the pages of this book and Remember 
the Times... 

...we dressed "crazy" during Spirit Week. 

...the 3rd grade went out to 
lunch. 

...elementary students 
boogied to the beat of 
the Sixth-Fleet Band. 

...we went to the Roman Baths for an Alternative-Education Day. 
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The Senior Class of 1995 

Seniors - back to front - Manish Taneja, Izabella 
Cieplucha, Alangu Goold, Witold Hensel, Angie 
Willi, Sandra del Pino, Barbara Watkins, Jan 
Hensel, Keven Kaddi, Alexa Nichols, Jessica 
Dufresne, Kris Perry, Mandy Harlow, Thomas 
Yang, Wes Houck, Anna Oleksiak 
(Not pictured - Birant Aydin, Banuar Falcon, 
Kemal Inal, Gazi Islam) 

Ms. Martha Cloys, Senior Class sponsor 

HEARD IT, 
SAW IT, 
DID IT, 
SENIORS 95 

Senior Class Officers - left to right - Angie Willi, Parliamentarian-, Alexa 
Nichols, Vice-President; Kris Perry, President; Izabella Cieplucha, SCA 
Representative; Barbara Watkins, Secretary; Alangu Goold, Treasurer 

Above - The S-E-N-l-o-R-S have 
S-P-l-R-l-T!!! 

Above left - Seniors hard at work preparing 
for the traveling teams' breakfast. 
Left - Physics is way too early in the morning. 
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Birant H. Aydin 
Ankara, Tiirkiye 

December 18,1976 

Today is one of the greatest days of my life. All the 
hard work and devotion towards my academic life is paying off 
today. Today is the end of a long difficult journey which has taken 
me through my education and has taught me to be a responsible adult. Throughout my 
journey I have had good times and bad times, and in the meantime I was also growing 
and trying to understand life itself and also trying to answer all types of questions I had 
with encountering life's meaning and difficulties. 

My source of answers has been my parents. My parents have always taught 
me right from wrong and what I had to accomplish in order to be successful in life. 
Parents are the most influential people in a person's life, because they are the ones who 
are constantly with you and share everything with you. I am grateful for what my 
parents have made for me. Through those good times my parents always rewarded me 
with their love, and through the bad times they have encouraged me to never surrender. 
Thanks, mom. Whenever I had a problem, my sister was always there to help me out. My 
sister has always been my inspiration. 

The second greatest influential people in my life have been my teachers. I 
owe all my educational knowledge to the teachers. They have always encouraged me 
and helped me whenever I had a problem. They have brought me up to the level I have 
reached today. I could never pay them back for what they have given me. 



Sandra del Pino 
Sevilla, Spain 

August 3, 1977 
Dearest mom and dad: My love to you can't be expressed in these lines. 
You gave everything for me since I was born, and I could never forget that. 
Now it's my turn to do something about it. I love you. 
Miguel: Thanks for being with me during this time. You are a great brother. I 
love you! And you will always be my serete. 
Maite: Even though everything is in my mind, I will never forget the good 
memories we had in Turkey. 
Ana: Even though you have been in Spain during this year, you were in my 
mind at every moment. Don't forget any of the memories. I learned a lot 
from you, and I love you forever. 
Teachers: Without you it wouldn't have been possible. Thank you! 

Class of 1995:1 hope all your dreams come true. We did it! 
To all my Spanish friends: You guys are the best, and I'll never forget our nights in Sevilla. ED, don't forget 
our craziness; NP, don't forget the "mafia" and that wonderful year that I spent before I came to Ankara. 
Barriladas... party of new-year... everything is in my mind. In Spain or Turkey, who cares? We got it! Os 
quiero. 
Agnieszka, Meruert, Ayah, Rebecca, Ozana, Frank, Yasushi, Marta, Jaime, Jorge, Saara, Banuar, Kemal, 
Alangu, Eren, Wes, Alexa, Gazi, Polish team, Deepankar... You all are great and made me feel really 
happy in Turkey. I won't forget any of you. Just remember that friendship lasts forever. I love you all!! 

» 

Jessica Lynne Dufresne 
Silver Springs, Maryland 

March 11, 1977 

"What lies behind us 
and what lies before us 
are tiny matters 
compared to what lies within us." 

Mom & Dad: Thank you for everything. I hope I've made you 
proud. I love you both very much. 
Anne-Marie: You've taught me so much. You are my favorite 
sister (& not just cause you're my only sister!). I love you. 
To all my family: I am proud that all of me is made up of 
pieces of each of you. I love you all. 
Mandy: What would I do without you? You truly are my best 
friend. I will treasure our friendship always. I love you, sis! 
Mr. & Mrs. Harlow: You're generosity means so much to me. 
Thank you for letting me into your home and into your 
family. 
To all my friends everywhere: You have all always been 
there for me to laugh with and to cry with. All of you mean 
so much to me - for now & for always. 
Class of '95:1 hope each of your dreams comes true. Smile -
we're finished! 
G.C.M.: I will always be proud to be a Trojan! 
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Banuar Reuben A. Falcon 
Sydney, Australia 

May 12 
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Alangu Pierre Francois Goold 
Ankara, Tiirkiye 

November 29,1977 

Mom and Dad: Thank you for your help, love 
and care. Mom: What's a troll? Dad: See I'm not 
screaming. Ailem: Yanimda oldugunuz ign 
sagolun. Pastama bir daha oyle gikolata koyani 
yanaklarindan opuyiim. 
Kemal: Sesime ses ver, neredesin? Remember 
homecoming. 
Banuar: Please can you write this for me? 
Birant: Don't take anything I say seriously. 
Sandra: Are you having fun?(English) 
Witold & Jan: Don't ever stop having fun. HEHE! 
Izabella: Don't stop taking those pictures-, you 
have talent. 
Barbara: Quit worrying so much about life. 
Eren: Aile bitiren nasilsin. Just joking. Party on 
man... "What are you doing tonight?". I'll see 
you next year. To all those I ha ve not 
mentioned, thanks for helping and being there. 
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Amanda Kathleen Harlow 
New Haven, Connecticut 

April 23, 1977 
"Life's a journey, 
not a destination." 

-Aerosmith 
Mamsy: Thank you for being not just a mother, 

*1 *1 kut a'so a fr'encl-1 'ove y°u. 
agT, I Dad: Thank you for everything. I love you. 
^ Dee-dew & Kree-krew: You're the greatest 

brother and sister! I love you both. 
To my family: I lo ve you all. 
Danny: You came into my life and lit a f ire within 
me. A fire which will burn eternally for you. I love 
you with my heart, my soul, and my mind. 

Jessica: In 8th grade chance made us friends, but over the past five 
years, hearts made us sisters. Best friends forever! LYLAS. 
To all my friends: (you know who you are) I do not know what I would 
have done without you. 1 will miss each and every one of you-- keep in 
touch! 
To the Seniors: Live your lives to the limit. The class of '95 rules! 
To all those who have influenced my life in anyway: Thank you! 
G.C.M, you will always mean a lot to me. 
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witold Hensel 
Warsaw, Poland 

April 21, 
After 3 years spent in Ankara, 
I am about to leave. All I want 
to say is that I will probably... 
miss this school. 
To those who stay: Take care 
To izabella: l love you, and HI 
never forget you. 

1976 

r 
March 1, 1977 

Father: You were always there to listen when I needed to talk. Thank you 
for all the good times and memories, all the camping trips and boat rides. 
Mother: Through best and worst times you stood by me and led me out 
of the dark. I have you to thank, for everything I have achieved, from my 
first computer to teaching me what I have not yet learned, trying to save 
me tough times. Even though it seemed I did not listen, I remember what 
you told me. Thank you for being there, as a mother and a friend. 
Grandma & Grandpa: There is nothing I can do or say to express the way I 
love you. You mean so much to me. Te querro mucho!!! I want to make 
you proud and give you everything I can. Someday I will do this... 
David Dana: You are like the older brother that I never had. You took care 
of me when 1 needed help-, and now I want to return the favor. 
Friends: All my friends mean a lot to me; and I would like to wish them 
an eventful future and good luck!!! 

Wesley Daniel Houck 
San Antonio, Texas 
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P Kemal Inal 
London, England 

February 22,1976 
1976 A.D. God crea ted Kemal. His family thought they created a 
masterpiece but, THEY WE RE MISTAKEN. It all started with the neighbor's 
house burning down and Kemal calling the fire department; it was then 
that all mischief started to surface. The day he started school all ran for 
cover. Nobody ever figured out how he made it to being a senior. "He 

•[ ; 1 , knows how to have a hell of a time and is always there". 
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Gazi Islam 
Knoxville, Tennessee 

August 9, 1977 

"Give me those days with heart in riot the depths of bliss 
that touched on pain.."-Goethe 
It's impossible to realize what it all meant to you until 
you're sitting down to say goodbye to the people you love 
and to the times you lived for, trying to fit the nights and 
the laughter, and the tears and the passion onto a flat page. 
Well, hey, it's only the beginning, right? Just making sure... 

"My candle burns at both ends, it will not last the night, but 
ah, my foe, and ah, my friend, it gives a lovely light"-

Teasdale 

I can't say it hasn't been absolutely marvelous. It really has... 
"Like sands in an hourglass, these are the days of our lives"-??? 

OK, OK, Gazi, stop. You're not dying; you're just graduating. 
You gotta grow up., (really?) Pack away the things that are past, pack away the 
earring and the poetry, pack away the beer and the pick up lines, the half-done 
homework and the smile you couldn't help but smile the first time you kissed a 
girl... 

"Drink! For you know not whence you come nor why. Drink! For you know not 
why you go, nor where." 

"2 miles an hour, so everybody sees you.." -Fresh Prince 

..pack away the meaning 
never figure it out. 
King of the World and 
Tales; you never did 
Pack away the sunset 
telephone conversations 
covers with your eyes 
tight... 

of life, you'll 
Pack away The 
Other Fairy 
read anyway, 
and long 
under the 
shut real 

"In youth, we clothe ourselves with rainbows and go as brave as the zodiac" -
Emerson 

This is for those of you who have shown me that a memory is so much more than 
just something you remember. You have my heart. 
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"All the world's a 
stage, and all the men 
and women merely 
players." 

Lord, thank-you for making the entire 
world my home. I am eternally grateful. 

Keven Brahim Kaddi 
Hampton, Virginia 

• 

December 2, 1976 
'Give me but one firm spot on which to stand, and I will move the Earth." 

... a poet is the soul of his country." 

Mom and Dad: You've given me everything. Thank 
you for your love, guidance, and support 
throughout the past eighteen years. You are by far 
the coolest parents on earth! I love you dearly! 
Eddie: Thank-you for being there for me when
ever I've needed you. You've paved the way for 
me into "the real world," and I think I can finally 
handle it. It's a comfort to have you as my brother, 
but even more, my friend. I love ya! 
Jennie: Well, HI' sis ', it's been a great year being in 
the same school. We've had a lot of great laughs 
and I'll miss talking to you about school when I go 
to college. As with Eddie, it's a comfort to know I 
have the greatest sister ever, but also a great 
friend. I love ya! 
Jen: Ed could have done no better. It's cool having 
an older sister now, too. You keep me laughing 
and l love ya for it. 
To the rest of my enormous family all over the 
world: thank you for my heritage, God knows I'm 
proud. You have taught me more about life than 
school ever could. I love you all! 
To all my friends, you know who you are: Thanks 
for all the laughs. We've been through it all and I 
only hope we can see each other again soon. 
Keep in touch, and take care! 

Mukers, you've been 
by my side for ten 
years, and I'll always 
love you! 
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Alexa Anne Nichols 
Nashua, New Hampshire 

July 4, 1977 '• 

Michelle and Dale- Thank you 
for all the things you have 
helped me to achieve and for all 
the obstacles you have helped 
me overcome. I owe everything 
to you. I love you. 
Barbara- Cheetos, "It's not easy 
being chessy!!", Pango cips, 
Gengis Khan, Sicily's, McD's, 
Lemons... 
It was great!! 
Raquel- Recuerdos siempre. 
To all my friends (you know 
who you are)-1 can't find words 
enough to describe what each 
and everyone of you means to 
me. Thanks for it all!! Luv ya!! 
Class of 1995 -1 can't believe 
we finally made it. Thanks for 
all the memories!! 
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Anna Oleksiak 
Warsaw, Poland 
March 28, 1978 

Mamo i Tato: Thank you for all your love and 
understanding. You gave me the inspiration 
to strike for my goals and dreams. Thank you 
for giving me all those chances in my life. I 
know l don't deserve it. Now it's my turn to 
give you all I have. I love you! My Sister: You 
are what a sister could ever be! Throughout 
all these years you've been my best friend 
and a real model to follow-, well, maybe not 
always! There won't be an "ode" here, just 

simple "I love you." 
Izabella P.: Thanks for always being there when I needed an arm 
to cry on and a good word to make feel better. You are my one 
and only real friend! "Omnia mea mecum porto" 
Thanks to: SE, NB, JO, and the Seniors for all of the good and bad 
memories and great times in Turkey. You all will always hold a 
special place in my heart. 

"Life is like a box of chocolate. 
You never know what you gonna get" 

20 

Mom and Dad - what Kristina Anne Perry 
Vienna, Austria 

December 19, 1976 

Dogan - Blue Devil 
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Barbara E. Watkins 
Ft. Polk, Louisiana 
March 21, 1977 

Class of 1995-We've fina lly made it!!! Congratulations! 

"Faith is not belief without proof, but trust without reservatic 
Elton Trueblooc 

If you love something, set it free. 
If it comes back to you, it is yours forever. 
If it doesn't it was never yours to begin with. 

"That's my boat!" 

untouchable memories": Dorks, Velveeta 
cheese, Wednesday nights, Joe Blow, the dustybutt, 
Highwater, the Karum, McDonald's,...need I say more? 
Thanks for it all. 

Schmater-lt's been a long time. I can't imagine it 
without you. I'll miss you next year. No more 
late night talks. I'm sorry if I haven't been the 
greatest sister. I love you. 

Mom and Dad-I really appreciate everything. I love y'all. I'll miss ya. 
W, K, J-Thanks for always being there. I know it wasn't easy, 
especially with me. I love you guys. 
Laura-oh, my God! No more "immature freshmen!" Remember 
chocolate chip cookie dough, reality, Pandy's, our swing at our pool, 
he said, "bye!", New Year's 1995...I could go on forever. Thanks for 
all the memories. Corruption is a good thing. 
Kimber-Mousetraps, anyone?, popcorn, purity tests, Great America. 
It was laughs. I had a great time. 
Thanks for the friendship. 
Elizabeth-You're my best little sis 
I love you. You better write. 
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Mom: Thanx for all your help and for putting up with 
me over the years. I love you. 
Troy: I am very thankful for the friendship you have 
given me all my life! 
Girls: Ya'll are brats, but 1 still love ya. Don't make mom 
too crazy while you guys are still in the house. 
Jimmy & Jason: Ya'll are the best friends I ever had. 
Thanx for always being there for me and being the only 
ones that ever understood me. I love you guys!! 
Errol: You're the best little brother ever. I'll miss you. 
Pinar(Laura): The summer was a blast!! Always keep 
those memories. See ya. 

Toygun: Thanx for making my last year hear the best one. 
Always remember the times we have shared. I love ya. 
Seniors: One part of our lives has ended, but a new one is about to 
begin with new people and places. 

Angie Rae Willi 
Duluth, Minnesota 
January 26, 1977 

i4[ 
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Kemal and Alangu 
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• Part o f the Mafia? Jan - I'm too sexy for this pag 

Mandy daring us to take 
her picture. 

I* 

Studying? 
Say Cheese, ls this a 

Anna. fjrst? 

Hey, Wes, are we there yet? 

Izabella and Witold A photogenic 
couple. 

Class 
of 

1995 
Banuar? 

Keven - I'm in a good mood... quick, take a picture! . „ 6 doesn't pay off. 
Alexa, hurry, get your work done. Procrastination 

Sorry, Sandra, you can't take it home Jump, Angie! Jump! 

Gazi pausing for a moment 
of deep thought. 

Don't fall, Thomas Barbara and Kris - Senior Bonding. 
Jessica-Messy, messy, 
messy! 
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How young we were... 
Clockwise left to right -
Banuar Falcon 
Mandy Harlow 
Jessica Dufresne 
Gazi Islam 
Anna Oleksiak 
Sandra del Pino 
Alexa Nichols 
Angie Willi 
Keven kaddi 

Birant KNOWS geography 

After four arduous years of high 
school life, twenty unique and yet very 
united young men and women are about to 
take a step that will change their lives 
forever. They have learned not only to 
achieve in school, but also to make 
friendships and memories that will last 
them a lifetime. 

After years of education, these 
young adults are expecting and awaiting the 
day they will receive their diplomas, the key 
to the rest of their lives, it's a time to look 
back on the good and the bad, a time to 
look to the future. Each individual had his or 
her own goals, dreams, hopes and 
aspirations. We wish you the best of luck 
and a lifetime of happiness. 
Class of '95 Rules! 

Sandra and Thomas both graduated midyear. 

Manish - our Jr./Sr. 
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Every friendship is a victory 
JUNIOR SECTION 

ROAD TO VICTORY 
Junior year is said to be the most 
difficult, and this one was no 
exception. The Class of 1996 had to 
jostle between PSAT's and SAT's, 
dawning worries about college, and 
the many fundraisers necessary for 
Prom. But they persevered through it 
all with their usual energy and 
charm. 

"They're the best." says class sponsor, Mr. Paul Generelli. 
Above, President Kenan Yayboke, Vice-President Ursula 
Lindsey, Secretary Chrisoula Kiriakakis, Treasurer Michael 
Hedge, Parliamentarian Eren Pedersen, and S.C.A. 
Representative Marcin Tatarzynski. 

From left to right, three 
Junior overachievers. 

What would Student Council do 
its Secretary Kristi Bath? 

Kenan Yayboke is N.H.S. 
Vice-President, school paper 
co-editor, lead singer in the 
chorus, and only about a 
million other things... 

For all-around athlete Susie 
Denton, being chosen as 
volleyball M.V.P. wasn't enough 
-but maybe now that she's 
European All-star... 
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Denton, Susie 
Hedge, Michael 
Kiriakakis, Chrisoula 

Tatarzynki, Marcin 
Yayboke, Kenan 
Zoi, Diamanto 

Klocek, Agnieszka 
Lindsey, Ursula 
Pedersen, Eren 

CLASS OF 
1996 

Bath, Kristi 
Denton, Melissa 
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JUNIORS IN SPORTS 
The Class of 1996 also excelled in sports, becoming important members of all 

teams and gaining many honors during ASTL's. 

Volleyball M.V.P.: Susie Denton Volleyball J.V. All-Conference: Ursula Lindsey 
Volleyball AII-Conference:Melissa Denton, Susie Denton Volleyball J.V. All-Tournament: Ursula Lindsey 

Michael Hedge, Martin 
Soccer All-Conference: Tatarzynski, Kenan Yayboke 

Marcin Tatarzynski isn't taking things seriously 
like graduating Junior Manish Taneja ; Eren 
Pedersen just looks pensive 

Chrisoula Kiriakakis 
always looks very 
sweet...but watch out for 
her spikes! 

Yes, soccer is the best - -
just ask Kristi Bath 

Soccer Captain Ursula Lindsey and Melissa 
Kenan Yayboke Denton need their sleep during 
looks determined, volleyball ASTL's. 

Now that the final match is over, Ursula 
Lindsey and Susie and Melissa Denton find 
time for a big smile with Kris Perry and Anna 
Oleksiak. 
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JUNIOR SPIRIT 

If you've got to have a class meeting, might as well 
have it in the sun. 

The class is small but spirited. The Juniors 
won more than one Spirit competition 
and definitely outdid themselves during 
Spirit Week. They also did all they could 
to raise money for the best of Proms: 
they sold everything, from Christmas 
grams to hot dogs, from Valentine cards 
to baked potatoes. And of course all their 
sales were a great success- - for who can 
resist a Junior at his best? 

Ursula Lindsey, Kenan Yayboke, Michael Hedge and 
Kristi Bath show their spirit (and their friendship) on 
Crazy Day. 

Chrisoula Kiriakakis, Amanda Zoi and Agnieszka 
Klocek are full enthusiasm coming out of an 
Assembly. 

34 

Whatever you can do, or dream 
you can, do it. Boldness has 
genius, power, and magic in it." 
(Goethe) 

"Treasure each other in the knowledge 
that you do not know how long you 
shall have each other." Joshua 
Liebman) 

"Hearts warm when friends meet." (John Ray ) 
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CLASS OF '97 IS MOVING ON UP!!! 
"He who does not look ahead remains behind" 

Vice President, Dogan 
"God" Roppoli 
takes a minute to 
think. 
Class of '97 would like 
to thank our class 
sponsor, 
Mr. Rolf, for always 
looking over our 
shoulders. 

Even the president 
needs a break! 

CLASS OF '97 TA KES A STAND!!! 

CLASS OFFICERS 
Left to right! Molly Minnigerode 
(Treasurer), Ata Watkins (SCA rep), Dogar 
Roppoli (Vice President), 
Mercan Akkor (President), 
Michelle Mendoza (Parliamentarian), 
Maya Faisal (Secretary). 



Cruz, Jaime Cruz, Jason D. 

Falcon, Marc 

Connell, Katherine A. 

Flamid, Aaron 
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Mendoza, Michelle Minnigerode, Molly Roppoli, Dogan 

Saether, Else Watkins, Ata Yang, Shih-Feng 

Camara Shy: Smith, Errol, Johnson, Jibri, Kim Min Soo, 

Whetstone, Kelly 
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Biscevic, Ozana, Mascolo, Rafaella 



Congratulations 

Homies for life! 

New kids on the block 

Kelly are 

like that! 

Mercan, keep heading 
for your goal! 

'Cause guys just 

wanna have fun! 

The 3 studs! 

We've got that vibe! 

(Crystal, Michelle, Maya) 
Errol and 

It doesn't hurt, 
it's just broken! 

(Molly and Mercan) 

Michelle, Else, and Maya strut their stuff! 

Who said you have to go to a big 
school to have fun? 

Class of '97 
rules the 
school!!!! 

Today, we wait 

For midnight, 

And the coming 

Of our day, 

For our piece 

Of t ime together. 

As the moments 

Lapse into years, 

We turn our fears 

To triumph; 

Our Tragedies 

To strength. 

We are the sculptors 

Of our future 

United as heirs 

To reign 

Over the earth. 

So we stand 

Together and watch 

The mighty clock 

For we are the chosen, 

The keepers 

Of o ur time. 

Robyn Russell 



The Class of 1998 

The girls RULE!! 

Anthony Johnson 

I love my telephone! 

Clive Hansen 
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First Time Caught on Film 

It's not fair "I'm an idiot" Friends Forever 
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Cruz, Marta Choksi, Saurin 

\ 
1 . '  S & l .  

Hansen, Clive 

Howe, Amber Janda, Elizabeth Johnson, Anthony 

Olmos, Fabiana Page, Adam Perry, Khristian 
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Praphornkul, Praphorn Shanley, Christina Shefer, Nir 

We, the class of '98 at GCM school, were probably the most unique class this school has ever seen. For 
starters, the beginning of the year saw us the smallest high school class. We willingly got involved in sports 
(in which we excelled). We didn't hang out together, and we were all pretty quiet. In fact, probably the one 
thing all of us were loudly unanimous in was the motion to legalize walkmans in school. And no one class 
can beat us in giving teachers the cold fish stare and driving them up the walls. 
Ask anyone in our class what they think of this past year, and they'll probably say something cool. But 
believe me, they will never have such a weird year again. Peace and whatever from the class of '98. 

Simic, Radmila Tanaskovic, Marko 
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Take a number, Christy Brinkely! The Sahara desert is in the U.S. Right? 
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Those were the days... 

Barnes, Stephanie Bugarcic, Misha 

Hansen, Adam 

Jaccard, Jessica 

Del Pino, Miguel 

Jackson, Melvin 

Mendoza III, F abian Mines, Kate Minnigerode, Emily 

Palmer, Stephanie Shaffer, Anna Simoneau, Lindsay Ann 

We, the class of '99, have had a memorable 

year. We've gone through good and bad times 

together. We've managed to resolve most of 

the ordeals. There's been the boredom of rep

etition, mixed in with the first real taste of life. 

Wilson, Christina 
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A Whole New World 
The transition between two grades 

cannot be as difficult as the one the class of 
2000 made as it went from sixth to seventh 
grade. It was a time filled with all new 
experiences. It was as if th ey were thrown into 
a whole new world. Seven teachers a day as 
opposed to one is a major difference, as was 
dealing with lockers and all the related 
problems for the first time. 

As the school year progressed, the 
seventh graders of 1994-95 got into the swing 
of junior High and never showed a lack of 
school spirit while doing so. They became 
immersed in the whole experience by joining 
intramural sports and getting involved in clubs 
with older students. 

The first graduating class of the next 
century will put this experience behind them 
as they move on in life, but most will not forget 
all their trials and triumphs as the 1994-95 
school year comes to a close. 

The Seventh Grade proves who has the most spirit. 

Our favorite "class 
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Say "Cheese!" 

Class Officers.-
Meenakshi (Pres.); 
Donnel (SCA Rep.); 
Sarah B. (V . Pres.); 
Cvijeta (Par.); 

Sarah J. (Sec.); and 
Erol (Treas.) 

What a "hair-raising" experience! Erol and fellow seventh grader helping 
each other cool off. 

The Class of a New Century 
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Bjork, Sarah Biscevic, Cvijeta Bugarcic, Bogdan 

Harmon, Donnell Janda, Sarah K. Kaddi, Jennifer 

Erdahl, Sarah Copeland, Melissa 
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Lindsey, Julia Shimron, Ohad Villers, Bryn 

Yayboke, Erol K. Zoi, Vassiliki 

From left to right: Meenakshi Taneja; Carina Olmos; Eun Hee Kim-Juan Antonio Morales-, 

Guido Regien, and Alon Geva Not Pictured: Surabhi Upadhyay 
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Sarahs forever! 

...the boys? 

Only 182 school days left to go. 

Who's got more spirit... 

...or the girls? 

Look this way, Carina! 

Time to go. 
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Where did the camera come from? 

We are the class of 2000 and proud! 

Up to something, Bella? 

How do you like our cars? Argentina or bust! 
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G.C.M FACULTY AND STAFF 

Second row: 
Dale Nichols 
Don Rolf 
Ray Grado 
Tom Stafford 
Pat McGill 
Nora Ivers 
Martha Cloys 
C. Fu chs-Arthur 

Not pictured: 
Tom Balch 
Kathy Boyd 
Bruce Donahue 
Orlis Fossum 
Robert Marble 
Sue McAlpine 
Nick Zingaro 

ESL 
Math/Chemistry 
5th Grade 
PE/Business Lab 
6th Grade 
Library/MediaSpec. 
Counselor/Flome Ec. 
Languages/Geography 

Art/Technology 
4th Grade 
PE/Algebra 
1st and 2nd Grade 
Principal 
3rd Grade 
Math/Physics/Computers 

Spanish/English 
Learning Improvement 
Reading/Kindergarten 
Science/Biology 
Secretary 
Administration Asst. 
English/Art History 
Host Nations 

Music 
Communication Impaired -
Registrar 
Special Ed. Technician 
Assistant Principal 
English 
Social Studies 
School Nurse/Plealth 

Carol Self 
Ayfer Eran 
Diane Geer 
Patty Ulku 

First row: 
Frank Geer 
Marsha Hines 
Connie Kaddi 
Debbie Erdahl 
David Jennings 
Mary Janda 
Paul Generelli 
Sharon Stafford 

Seated: 
Cathy Guinn 
Kathy Zingaro 

Administration 

"The George C. M arshall School 

experience is truly an international 

one. As we come together from 

many nations, our education is 

enhanced through learning from 

and with each other in the univer

sal guest for knowledge" 

Rober t  Marb le  

P r inc ipa l  

Dav id  Jenn ings  

Vice -Pr inc ipa l  

Ayfer, Mrs. Kaddi and Mrs. Geer: 

the backbone of GCM. 
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"Mr. Rolf, Mr. Donahue, and Mrs. Self relax during a short 
break from their classes" 

Sports or computers 

us english teacher's has to stick together Smile big!! 

6 2 

Now where is my coffee, Belma?? 
Our PTSO P resident 

Debbie Erdahl 

Covert operations directors 

Zeynel and Hidir-Supply Clerks 

Ferit Akagunduz, David Jennings, Ahmet Alakoc, Yusuf Uzun, Lindg c|ark 

Robert Marble, Necdet Orhan, Asim Turer, Osman Aban 
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Sixth Grade 
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ANKARA 
ELEMENTARY S CHOC 

TURKEY 
OCT 1994 
CLASS-G 

MRS MC GILL 

' A 1, 

Top row: L to R: Chun (Cindy) Ho.Caitlin Tremblay, Michelle Willi, Maciej Rocki, Ivan Cicvaric, Jelena Simic; 
Middle Row: Marta Tortolero, Christy Willi, Shannon Townsend, Keyona (Kiki) Johnson, Mariana Henry, 
Edward Vincellette, Marya Getchell, Carina Olmos; Bottom Row: Jakub Dogru, Neta Shefer, Pascal Regien, 
Ming-Shuan Chiang, Eduardo Siquera-, Not Pictured: Zachery Howe 

Ms. McGill 

Above Left: Christy Willi is "hanging around." 
Above Middle: Kiki Johnson performs at the 
Winter Concert. Above Right: Zachery Howe 
studies at home. 
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Left: Cindy Ho awaits dismissal to her class on 
the first day of school. Bottom: Caitlin Tremblay 
and Marya Getchell take a break from their 
studies to pose for the camera. Right: Shannon 
Townsend shows her Native American spirit at 
Halloween 

Top: Edward 
Vincellette "toots his 
horn" at the Winter 
Concert. Right: Michelle 
Willi dons her garb as 
the devil for 
Halloween. 

Left: Halloween is 
always a fun time of 
year. The sixth grade is 
dressed in their festive 
costumes after soliciting 
other classes for candy. 

Above: Pascal Regien and Mariana Henry hit 
the books. What's so funny, Mariana? 



Fifth Grade 

Top Row: L to R: Latesha Johnson, Lotje Wijnands, Mr, Grado, Alexandra Jaccard, Sedef Akkor; 
Bottom Row: Davide Verdi, Nicholas Gentile, Ben Townsend, Jerad Erdahl; Not Pictured: Nurul 
Hana Husainal, Allison Shanley 

Left: Latesha works on a project in Mrs. Ulku's Host Nation class, 
which the fifth grade visits once a week. CENTER : Say "Cheese!" 
Allison smiles for the camera. RIGHT : Nicholas and Ben display 
their friendship for our photographer. 

ANKARA 
ELEMENTARY S CHOOL 

T U R K E Y  
OCT 1994 
CLASS -  5 
MR GRADO 
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Above Left: Nicholas Gentile and Ben Townsend sit back and take in a movie shown by Mr. Grado. Above 
Right: Sedef Akkor, Latesha Johnson, Hana Husainal, and Lotje Wijnands show their musical talent at the 
PTSO Winter Concert. 

Above: Lotje strikes a 
pose. Right: Who's 
that girl behind the 
smile? Sedef! Below: 
Davide Verdi takes a 
break from his studies 
to watch a movie. 

Above Left: Jerad Erdahl relaxes in class. Hey! Are all four feet 
on the floor? Above Right: Allison Shanley hits the books 
again. Below: Latesha and Hana listen intently to Mr. Grado. 
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Fourth Grade 

Top Row: L to R: Mohammed Ismail, Sameer Khan, Andrew Wilson, Cristobal Morales-, Middle 
Row: Jennifer Palmer, Baris Yakin, Yun Shik Choo, Vincent Diaz, Steven (Nathan) Alexander, 

Shana Hamid; Bottom Row: Sera Gillow, Emily Gendrolis, Hui Ru Chiang, Gizem Reyal 
Not Pictured: Yarden Geva, Erbol Saudabaev 

Above: Mrs. Boyd. Right: 
The "boyz 'n' the class" 
hang out together. These 
are some friendships 
that will last a lifetime. 
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Top: Parent volunteers come in to help with some arts and crafts. Top Right: Baris smiles for the camera at the 
Ataturk commemoration ceremony. Right: Mohammed pauses from his arithmetic to a 
show us his pearly whites. Below Right: Hui-Ru andGizemlook up to see who's invading 
their classroom with a camera. Below Left: It's Shana Claus! Do you have a gift for me? 

Below Left: Sameer works hard on an assignment while Yun Shik gives a ' 
grin. Below Right: Mrs. Boyd poses with her class in front of their holiday 
festoons. Right: Andrew takes a break from playing hard at recess. Far 
Right: Having a few minutes to relax is always a blessing, as Cristobal 
demonstrates here. 
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Third Grade 

Top ROW: L to R: Mrs. Boyd, Anurag Nayar, Daniel Rosenstein, Tomek Pacak, Alexander Rook, Colin 
Hendershot; Middle Row: Sean Tremblay, Kyong-Shik Choo, Naser Al-Shraim, Andrew Deulus, Mohammed 
Ismail, Albert Bjork; Bottom Row: Brittney Alexander, Federico Somschini, Ana Cicvaric, Johnathan Hazel, 
Jolina Rice; Not Pictured: Nir Geva, Amy Zerwas 

Above: Alexander emerges from"the "Maze" at the 
Halloween Carnival. Right: Ana works on an assignment 
from Mrs. Boyd. 

[eLEM^NTAR? SCHOOL 

OCT 1994 
I CLASS-3 I MS M C ALPINE. 
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Above: Mrs. McAlpine, in her "typical tourist" outfit, 
gets with her class for Halloween. 

Far Left: Tomek puts the finishing touches on a project. Left: Sean sits in 
class ready to work. Below Left: Amy makes some borek to sell. Mmm, 
mmm, good! Below Right: The whole class poses with bakery workers 
after a field trip to the bakery. 

Above: Brittney works on 
an arts and crafts project. 
Below: Ana rolls borek in 
Mrs. Ulku's Host Nations 
class. 
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First & Second Grades 

Top ROW: L to R: Mr. Fossum, Elizabeth Watkins, Vincent Dattilo, Trisha Hamid, Kara Getchell, Riley Rook, 
Rosalind Vincellette; Middle Row: Kristofer Zielinski, Jaclyn Farace, Adam Pacak, Sarah Floyd, Michael 
Clark, Merel Wijnands; Bottom Row: Daniel Townsend, Sara Cobal, Tamir Shimron, Sara Al-Shraim, Travis 
Hazel; Not Pictured: Ting Han Huang, Farhan Rahim, Farhanah Rahim 

Above Left: Merel and Roaslind stroll down the hallway. Above Center: Trisha grins at the camera 
Above Right: Adam is in his festive Halloween costume. 
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Above: Elizabeth and her deskmate work hard on an assignment. Above 
Right: Who is that? Travis, dressed up for Halloween. Below: Sarah F. and 
Merel are in their costumes for "Trick-or-Treating" around the school. 

Below Left: Tamir swings on the playground. Below Right: The entire class poses with Mr. Fossum on 
Halloween in their costumes. Above Right: Mr. Fossum's students always get excited when he hands 
out papers/ 
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Kindergarten 

Top Row: L to R: Katherine Connell, Ms. Pittman. Christian Marble, Berkan Guleypoglu, Tommy Riordon, 
Philip Shaw, Abhinav Upadhyay, Mrs. Zingaro; Middle Row: Shelby LaCroix, Janice Rosenthal, Anne Willey, 
Samantha Greeno, Rebecca Floyd; Bottom Row: George Hendershot, Jonathan Johnson, Brandon Miles; Not 
Pictured: Rajan Patel, Daniel Rahim, Adam Vordermark 

Berkan collect rocks on the playground. 
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Above Left: Anne plays in the sandbox. Above Center: Shelby poses for the cam
era. Above Right: Ms. Pittman, one of the class assistants, is always there when 
help is needed. Far Right-. Tommy is in his Power Ranger costume for Halloween. 
Below: Mr. Marble poses with the students after telling them a story. 

Above Left: Meow! Samantha the Cat smiles for Halloween. Above Center: Anne, 
George, and Rebecca work on a project in class. Above Right: Rajan rocks back and 
forth on the Kindergarten playground. Far Above Right: Jonathan plays outside the 
class room. Far Right: Philip gallops across the playground-at least in make believe. 
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Bridging the Gap 
In the Elementary School, all the students grew individu
ally. They had the opportunity to meet and develop 
friendships with other students from virtually every 
continent. They crossed the barrier between national, 
ethnic, and religious groups. 
A Christian and a Muslim skip across the playground. 
An American and a Croatian play soccer on the field. 
Children from around the world, brought together by 
chance are... 

Bridging the Gap 

Above: Ooh! Ooh! Pick me! 
Sean Tremblay has the answer. 
Left: Elementary students wait 
anxiously on the first day of 
school. Lower Left: Swinging on 
the playground is always fun. 
Don't try to fit too many. 
Below: The fourth grade poses 
on the field trip to Ataturk's 
Mausoleum. 
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Right: Cristobal and Nathan work on a 
math assignment. Below: Elizabeth 
waits on the bus. 

Far Right: Janice plays on the kinder

garten playground. Right: Andrew 

munches on some goodies. Below: 

Mr. Fossum helps Kristofer with a 

problem. 
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Elementary Life 



Art 
Mr. Tom Balch, art teacher, has helped elementary students all year develop their artistic abilities 
and their sense of aesthetics. The students have learned various arts and crafts. On a given day, 
one could see students working with paints, clay, yarn, computer art, pastels, chalks, a video camera, 
or some other art medium. Mr. Balch was the guide that helped the students learn these various and 
unique art styles. 

Above: Alex, Ben & Sedef strut 
their artistic stuff. Right: Hana & 
Shana work on the computer. 

Above: Lotje gets ready to work on 
a craft. Right: Mr. Balch is always 
willing to help his students learn 
how to use computer graphics. 
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English as a Second 
Language 

Above: One of Mr. Nichols' 
students works in her book. 
Left: Mr. Nichols uses visual 
aids to build up these stu
dents' vocabularies. 
Bottom left: Student aides, 
such as Gazi, shown here, 
help Mr. Nichols work one-
on-one with the kids. 

Mr. Dale Nichols has devoted this year, as in the past, to 

helping those students (here in Ankara whose first 

language is not English.) By using flashcards, visual aids, 

and other methods, he helped to build up the students' 

vocabulary and pronunciation skills. After a year in Mr. 

Nichols' class, each student comes out with a better 

understanding of the English language. 
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Host Nations 
Host Nation studies focused on developing understanding and appreciation for the Turkish culture. 

Remember the times... 
... learning new Turkish words... 
... rolling and cooking borek... 
...studying about Atattirk... 
...making booklets on Turkey... 
...writing skits about Turkish culture... 
...memorizing and reciting Turkish poetry... 
...dramatizing Hoca stories and folk tales... 
...singing Turkish songs... 
...learning about islam... 
...going to restaurants to eat kebap and pide... 
...studying geography and history... 
...visiting Atattirk's Mausoleum... 
...sampling ekmek at the bakery... 
...composing original poetry about Turkey. 

/ / I " T X 
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Library 
Read! Read! Read! Mrs. Nora Ivers 
helped the elementary kids develop 
their reading skills. A la rge part of her 
time consisted of reading stories and 
checking out books to them. Ms. 
Sharon Gentile and Ms. Linda Clark 
spent long, dedicated hours volunteer
ing their time with Mrs. Ivers, reorga
nizing the shelves and working with 
the students. Time in the library was 
always time well-spent. 

Top: Ms. Gentile assists a 
student in checking out a 
book. 
Above: Third graders 
participate in a game 
that helps them learn 
how to use the library. 
Above Right: Sean 
cruises the merchandise. 
Right: Mrs. Ivers reads to 
some students. 
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Physical Education 
1-2-3 Stretch! 1-2-3 Push! 

Through Mr. Tom Stafford's 

guidance, kids from first through 

sixth grade built up their physical 

strength, endurance, and 

muscularity. Through a rigorous 

workout of push-ups, leg lifts, sit-

ups, and the like, the students 

built themselves into 

powerhouses. 
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doing things... 

THE TROJAN WAY 

We all need somebody..to lean on.. 

Whether they're eating, chattering, partying, stressing over a class, or simply 
hanging out, Ankara students are always crazy, always cool, and always ready for 
a smile and a hug. 
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JUST HANGIN* OUT 
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TIME TO PARTY! 

I n ever knew the Rangers were so popular! 

A K odak moment.. 

A Frid ay afternoon calm befalls the school. 

The epitome of etiquette. 

It doesn't take a genius to 
know that the Trojans are 

definitely not tame. 
In fa ct, the Ankara spirit 

rocketed through the year 
undaunted and ready to 
take on anything! 

Happy Birthday to you.. 
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FRIENDS FOREVER AT G.C.M. 



SCHOOL ACTIVITIES 

At the end of August students and teachers were reunited for yet another school year 
full of activities. The G.C.M. student council started off the year with its second annual field day 
in which all students participated in fun and games. The summer heat soon bled into an Indian 
summer as the students finally fell into an everyday routine. 

Halloween came and went in a flash with SCA having the Insane Asylum (formerly 
known as the Jail), and many other booths by the other classes and clubs. Since the Halloween 
carnival didn't fall on October 31 this year, the students on the roadtrip kept in the spirit and 
used make-up to create a bit of "spirit." Later on came the leadership conference, hosted by 
Incirlik. The six representatives from Ankara spent a week learning more and better leadership 
skills. And finally came Thanksgiving - a holiday everyone appreciates, not only for the food, 
friends and family, but for the much needed vacation days. 

Top left: Chrisoula, Bella, Amanda and Mr. Zoi smile at the beginning of a whole new year. 
Top right: Ms. Self welcomes Melissa to the Jr. High. Bottom left: Eren spots Jibri as he 
tests his strength. Bottom right: Time to take a break from the games. 
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WINTER 
Above: Mandy: "Alexa, do 
you think these look O.K. 
here?" Top right: Kemal, 
did you leave any dates 
for the other guys? 
Left: The 6th fleet band 
rocks G.C.M. once again. 

Homecoming Court 
12th- King Jan Hensel 
Queen Alexa Nichols 
Prince Kemal Inal 
Princess Sandra del Pino 
Prince Gazi Islam 
Princess Izabella Cieplucha 
11th- Prince Michael Hedge 
Princess Kristi Bath 
10th- Prince Ata Watkins 
Princess Else Saether 
9th- Prince Adam Page 
Princess Christina Shanley 
8th- Prince Fabian Mendoza 
Princess Emily Minnigerode 
7th- Prince Erol Yayboke 
Princess Sarah Erdhal 
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Left: Chorus hits the right 
notes on their Christmas 
noels. 
Below: Ching and Maggie 
enjoy the food at the 
International luncheon. 

December was full of 
music and dancing. It began with 
Homecoming, which arrived 
earlier than usual this year. It was 
a magical night filled with friends 
and excitement. 

In mid-December, the 
Sixth Fleet Band wowed G.C.M. for 
the second year in a row with a 
performance that caused 
teachers and students alike to 
participate. The chorus went 
a-caroling at the Sheraton Hotel a 
week before Christmas break. 

Above: Food from Taiwan was among the many pre
pared and served at the luncheon. Left: Ms. Gonzales 
checks out the hippest place to be!! 
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Top right: The U.S. delegation pauses 
during the parade of fashions. 
Above: Michael models an Egyptian 
outfit. 
Left: Spain was one of the many 
countries represented on International 
Day. 
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It's a Small World After All 
Spring started off a little shaky with 

snow and sun and rain. In March, the annual 
Music Fest was held in Incirlik (again), but this 
year it was shorter and different. The four 
different schools, Ankara, Izmir, Incirlik and 
Bahrain, participated in a weekend of fun and 
music. They introduced show chorus and had 
guest conductors from Lajes and Rota. Directly 
after the Festival came the "Spring Fever", the 
PTSO sponsored talent show, in which the 
entire audience spontaneously participated in 
a rendition of "YMCA" by the "The Village 
People." 

After a short break, the school 
jumped right into the 2nd annual International 
Day in which most of the countries in the 
school were represented. An Israeli children's 
dance group opened the ceremony of an 
array of cultural performances. There were 
also 23 booths set up in the Hoca representing 
places such as Spain, Poland, Taiwan, Korea, 
Moldova, and, of course, Turkey. And, as 
always, International Day was a great success! 

This year Prom was a little different. It 
was held on June 2nd, a Friday, at the 
Sheraton Hotel. Then came Graduation on 
June 9th and, finally, the last day of school. 
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Learning Can Be Fun 

Above: Some physics students show off their 
accelerometers on a field trip to Genglik Park. 

Right: Some world and art history students 

visit with village children in Bogazkoy. 

The main reason behind going to 
school is to learn, but that does not mean it 
cannot be fun. Along with the four core 
classes, English, science, social studies, and 
math, students could also choose various 
electives to take. Many students took classes 
to learn about the history of art or how to 
make their own art, while some took chorus, 
C.W.E., or band, to name a few. 

The computer and business labs 
were more frequently used this school year, 
not only by the computer and business 
classes, but also by the students that were 
involved in distance learning. The use of 
distance learning gave the students a link to 
the knowledge of teachers at other schools. It 
also gave the students a larger selection of 
classes to fill their schedules. 

9# 

Left: Kenan carefully performs an experiment in the 
chemistry lab. Below: Jessica, Stephanie, and Maggie 
ask Mrs. Janda for help after class. Center: Mr. Rolf 
and Anthony engage in a friendly game of chess. 
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Learning Outside The Classroom 

Above: Barbara plays teacher for the 
day on a fi eld trip to Bogazkoy. Left: 
Witold and izabella rest while on a tour 
at the Armored Vehicle Factory. 

Center left: An Alternative Education Day spent at 
Atatiirk's Mausoleum. Below: After performing at a 
Turkish elementary school outside of Ankara, the 
chorus members answer questions. Right: Mrs. Self 
gets a new hairstyle at the science exhibit at Altin 
Park. 
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Below: The guys guard their ride 
home. Left: The art and world 
history classes at Bogazkoy. 

Center Left.- Michelle gets a different 
view. Center Right: The assembly 
crew. Left: A group rests after a hike 
at Lake Eymir. Right: Sandra and 
Kurt relay. 

Alternative Education Days & Field Trips 
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Working Together 

-William Butler Yeats 
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Clubs and Activities 
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National Honor Society 

Top row: Manish Taneja, Keven Kaddi-President; Ursula Lindsey, Kenan Yayboke-Vice President. 
Middle row: Kristina Perry, Barbara Watkins, Molly Minnigerode, Else Saether-Secretary; Christina 
Wilson. Bottom row: Lindsay-Ann Simoneau, Maya Faisal-Historian; Mercan Akkor-Treasurer-, 
Michael Hedge, Stephanie Barnes, Anna Shaffer. Not pictured: Mrs. Patricia Ulku-Sponsor, Kurt Davies 

The National Honor Society started out the 
1994-1995 school year with a small group and 
it became even smaller with the departure of 
juniors Melissa and Susie Denton in November. 
The society anxiously awaited its March induc
tions. It took weeks of preparation for the 
sponsor, Mrs. Patricia Ulku, and the members 
of the club to prepare for the formal ceremo
ny. The candle-light ceremony was held on 
the evening of Thursday, March 30th, in the 
old base chapel. After adding eight new mem
bers to the society, the club was ready to 
tackle a couple of service projects before the 
end of the year. 

To the left: Mrs. Ulku pins Else 
Saether after the induction. 
To the right: NHS in front of the 
Fine Arts Museum 
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Drama Club 

Top row: Gazi Islam, Katie Davies, Michelle 

Mendoza, Jessica Jaccard, Emily Minnigerode 

Barbara Watkins-President. Bottom row: 

Kurt Davies, Kate Mines-Vice President; 

Mercan Akkor, Anna Oleksiak, Christina 

Wilson. Not pictured: Sandra Del Pino, 

Dogan Roppoli, Sarah Janda, Kristi Bath, Erol 

Yayboke, Bryn Villers, Mary Janda-Sponsor. 

The biggest drama event 
every year is the festival, 
which was hosted by 
Ankara this school year. 
All f our days were filled 
with hard work, 
performances 
and fun. This year's festival 
was dedicated to a pure 
enjoyment of many unique 
talent of students from all 
three American schools in 
Turkiye. 
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Photo Club 

Standing: Sarah Erdahl, Melissa Copeland, Cvijeta Biscevic. Sitting: Sarah Bjork. 

Ms. Fuchs-Arthur-Photo Club Sponsor Izabella Cieplucha-the Yearbook Plead Photographer 
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Science Club 

Top row: Sarah Erdahl, Adam Hansen, Cvijeta Bisceviq Middle row: Mrs. Self-Sponsor-, Bogdan 

Bugarcic, Meenakshi Taneja, Guido Regien-President; Erol Yayboke-, Bottom row: Sarah Bjork, 

Jennifer Kaddi, Alon Geva. 

The club was formed so that students who wanted more time to explore different areas of science 
would have safe lab facilities with which to do it. Science Club built several model rockets. This is 
the most popular activity the club does every year. The members presented an all-school rocket 
launch which was funded by the PTSO. 
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Computer Club 

Computers were used this year for 
everything from formatting reports to sending 
various messages throughout the school and 
the world. Obviously, the only prerequisite for 
membership in this high tech club was use of 
the computers on a regular basis. 
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Humanities Club 
Top row: Michael Hedge, Alexa Nichols, Anna 

Oleksiak, Mercan Akkor-Secretary-, Dogan Roppoli-

Vice President; Barbara Watkins, Kurt Davies-S.C.A. 

j Representative. Bottom row: Eren Pedersen, Ursula 

| Lindsey, Gazi Islam, Kristina Perry. Not pictured: 

Sarah Bjork-Treasurer-, Katherine Connell-President; 

Sarah Erdahl. 

Kurt, Gazi and Anna clown 

around before a meeting. 

Mrs. Patricia Ulku and the 

"Sarahs" prepare letters for a 

club scholarship. 

Katherine sells books to raise money 

for club scholarship. 
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International Club 
Top row: Jessica Dufresne, Alexa Nichols, Anna 
Oleksiak, Gazi Islam, Dogan Roppoli, Kris Perry, Errol 
Smith, Jibri Johnson. Middle row: Ursula Lindsey, 
Michelle Mendoza-Secretary-, Barbara Watkins-Vice 
President; Michael Hedge. Bottom row: Molly 
Minnigerode-S.C.A. Representative-, Maya Faisal, Erol 
Yayboke-Treasurer; Meenakshi Taneja, Mrs. Ulku-
Sponsor. Not pictured: Kurt Davies-President; Mandy 
Harlow-Historian; Mercan Akkor, Kristi Bath, Cvijeta 
Biscevic, Katherine Connell, Eren Pedersen, Khristian 
Perry, Else Saether, Radmilla Simic, Kirti Bindra, 
Manish Taneja, Kenan Yayboke, Amanda Zoi, Ursula 
Lindsey, Keven Kaddi, Mahesh Shankar. 

The Community gathers for the International Buffet Luncheon held in March. 

Michelle and Maya introducing different costumes 

during the International Day Parade of Fashion. Above left: Eren proudly 
carries the Turkish flag. 
Below: Meenakshi smiles 
in her Indian dress. 
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Student Council 

Top row: Martin Tatarzynski, Clive Hanson, Kurt Davies, Ata Watkins, Mandy Harlow-Parliamentarian; 

Gazi Islam-President; Jessica Dufresne-Treasurer; Ursula Lindsey, Alexa Nichols, Mrs. Guinn-Sponsor. 

Bottom row: izabella Cieplucha, Keven kaddi-Vice President; Christina Wilson, Barbara Watkins, Molly 

Minnigerode. Not pictured: Kristi Bath-Secretary; Kate Mines, Kenan Yayboke. 

The George C. Marshall Student Council started out the year with a bang 
with its second annual picnic and field day. Then they rehabilitated the 
school's mentally unstable students through their Insane Asylum at the Fall 
Carnival. 
On December 3rd, the SCA h osted its most successful Homecoming Dance 
ever at the Biiyuk Ankara Hotel. Perhaps the 1994/1995 SCA's biggest 
accomplishment was the establishment of the High School Lounge. The 
lounge was acquired by a committee that worked with the administration 
and PTSO. The Student Council's final project was the organizing of the 
painting of class murals on the Hoca walls. 
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Yearbook 
Top row: Manish Taneja, Pop 

Praphornkul, Izabella Cieplucha-Head 
Photographer; Amber Howe, Gazi 
Islam, Eren Pederson-Advertisement 

Editor-Jan Hensel. 
Bottom row: Kenan Yayboke, 
Michelle Mendoza, Mandy Harlow, 
Ursula Lindsey, Michael Hedge, Anna 

Oleksiak, Keven Kaddi-Editor-in-Chief; 

Alexa Nichols-Assistant Editor-, Kurt 
Davies-Business Manager. 

Not pictured: Kristina Perry-Layout 
Editor-, Mrs. Ulku-Sponsor. 

Ursula and Michelle keep a good sense of humor Keven, Alexa and Michelle working on layouts for their pages 
about tedious job of searching through negatives. 
Kristina looks on. 

Michael trying to look good while Mrs. Ulku pop and A|gngu working Qn advertjsements 

gives an important lecture. 
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TROJAN TRIUMPHS 

Trojan mascot D.J. Johnson struts 

his stuff. 

Ankara has lived up to its potential 
once again. This year has witnessed 
many triumphs, some wonderful come
backs, and a few defeats- and, all along, 
the unbeatable Trojan spirit. Women's 
volleyball took the gold for the tenth year 
in a row, both basketball teams came in 
second in A.S.T.L.'s, our cross-country, soc
cer and wrestling teams proved them
selves beyond a doubt- and so on and so 
forth; you know how it goes: Trojans are 
the best! 

A spirited representative from 

each team. 

The boys' basketball team poses for a 
picture at the Awards Assembly. 
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Ankara girls saunter off after a victory in A.S.T.L.'s- Preparing a winning strategy, 
the guys are warming up, and ready to do the same. 

Whatever team you're on, roadtrips can wear you out... 

...but victory always gives you a boost! 



It's got to beeee perfect.... and 
we were!!!!! 

Volleyball to others was only a sport, but to the Ankara volleyball team it 
was more than serving, diving for the volleyball and getting numerous 
injuries. It was a time of togetherness and team spirit. Not only did we learn 
the sport, we became good at it; and no matter what obstacles we faced we 
continued to head for the gold and got it! The one who deserves most of the 
credit is Mr. Bruce Donahue. With all the long hard hours of practice and 
scrimmages he gave his volleyball team, it was no wonder they won every 
game. Thanks to Mr. Donahue, who inspired us to be and do our best, we 
ended up with a victory we will never forget! 
Why? you ask-because its got to beeeee PERFECT and we were!!!!!! 

Clockwise: Else Saether, Maya Faisal, Michelle Mendoza, Mercan Akkor, Kris Perry (Varsity Captain), 
Kelly Whetstone, Molly Minnigerode, Marta Cruz, Ursula Lindsey, Mandy Harlow(J.V Captain), Barbara 
Watkins, Anna Oleksiak, Chrisoula Kiriakakis, Susie Denton and Melissa Denton 

16 

• 
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We are the 

champions  

...of course! 

Ankara v/s. Izmir 

Volleyball girls just wanna have fun! 

Bump! Set! Spike! 

Anna Oleksiak and Susie Denton (MVP) get selected 

to the all Europe Volleyball team. 

We want a 

V-l-C-T-O-R-Y 

for our 

V-A-R-S-l-T-Y 

go Ankara! 

Wise words of wisdom from Mr. D. 



Feel the wind, Get That 
Stride, Go Trojans! 

From Left to Right: Keven Kaddi, Birant Aydin; Anthony Johnson; Errol Smith; 
Captain, Wes Fiouck; Coach, Tom Stafford; Thomas Yang; 
Not Pictured: Aaron Flamid; Manager, Angie Willi 

During the final days of summer, seven dedicated 
young men built up their strength and endurance 
through sprints and long distance running which 
could total more than six miles in a day. With the 
help of Senior manager, Angie Willi, their hard work 
paid off, as could be seen when they won the first 
meet of the year here in Ankara. Limited to compe
tition with a slightly larger team from Incirlik, the 
team proved itself to be a formidable opponent. 
Seniors Wes Fiouck, Thomas Yang, and Birant Aydin 
placed first, third, and sixth respectively, leading the 
Trojan team to victory. 
The blistering heat down south in Incirlik created a 
course nearly impossible to finish. However, two 
Ankara runners, freshman Anthony Johnson and 
senior Keven Kaddi, stunned members of both 
teams as they improved four places each over the 
last meet to finish third and fifth respectively. 

Above Right: On your mark...Get Set...GOH 
Right: Seniors Thomas and Keven speed 
past the finish line at our home meet. 
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Above Left and Center: Sophomores 
Aaron and Anthony finish up a hard 
day of practice. Above Right: The 
Trojan C.C. Team shows their spirit 
at the first pep rally. Center: After a 
challenging race, sophomore Errol 
Smith finishes strong. Far Right: An 
Incirlik runner foolishly attempts to 
overtake Wes. ENDURANCE! 

Nervousness runs high as Trojan runners line up at the start of the home meet. 

Facing a new daunting course 
in Izmir, runners from both 
Ankara and Incirlik expressed 
their anxieties before the final 
race. Neither school had prac
ticed on such a hill-ridden 
course during the season as 
was obvious at the end of the 
race due to the inconsistent 
placing. However, three 
Trojan runners soared to nab 
high places. Sophomore Aaron 
Hamid placed eighth and his 
fellow classmate Anthony 
Johnson placed fourth. As he 
had done all season, Wes 
Houck grabbed yet another 
first place victory. However, 
this win gave him the fastest 
time ever to be clocked in the 
history of the finals in Izmir at 
18 minutes, 30 seconds. 
According to coach Tom 
Stafford, "The season was a 
great success." 
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SOCCER 

Back row (left to right): Jon Guinn(coach), Jessica Dufresne(manager), Frank Yang, 
Kenan Yayboke(captain), Marcin Tatarzynski, Kristi Bath, 
Ata Watkins, Clive Hansen, Manish Taneja, Banuar Falcon. 

Front row (left to right): Khristian Perry, Jason Cruz, Gazi Islam, Dogan Roppoli, 
Adam Page, Jaime Cruz, Michael Hedge, Saurin Choksi. 

Not pictured: Jibri Johnson, Nir Shefer. 

AHS Soccer Regains Respect 

After a disappointing 1993-94 season, Coach Jon Guinn returned with 17 very determined 
players. This year was not going to be a repeat of the season the year before. This year's team was 
made up of both experienced veterans and rookies. The team worked hard at practices everyday 
after school and on Saturdays. They also played scrimmage matches with the German school and a 
Turkish school (Ay§eabla) in Balgat. 

This year Coach Guinn introduced a very innovative line-up, a 4-1-5. This meant that there 
were four speedy forwards, one mighty midfielder, and five ominous defenders. This defense-heavy 
lineup proved to be very successful by not allowing the enemy to get close enough to take a shot at 
goal. The offense relied on pure speed to score. The majority of the goals were scored on break
aways after receiving textbook passes from the midfield. This year goal scorers were as follows: 
Michael Hedge (forward) 12, Kenan Yayboke (halfback) 4, Khristian Perry (forward) 1, Dogan Roppoli 
(forward) 1, Adam Page (forward) 1. 

Although the team placed second this year, the players felt that if t he game was based on 
"teams-man-ship," the championship would have been theirs. Khristian Perry was the only player on 
the team to be on time to every single practice while Saurin Choksi was voted, by the team, to have 
the most teams-man-ship." The Trojans also received a lot of support from the second string which 
opted to stay out of the game if it were better for the team. Intimidating defender, Gazi Islam stated, 
"The Trojans time and time again showed their prowess on and off the field." 

The Trojans second place victory allotted them three places on the All-Conference soccer 
team. The team awarded these spots to Kenan Yayboke, Michael Hedge,and Marcin Tatarzynski. The 
guys had achieved their goal; this had not been a repeat of the season the year before. 
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Girls' Basketball 

After 10 girls showed up to the first 

practice on January 3, Mrs. Carol Self 

heaved a sigh and worried about the 

players. Most of the team had never 

played before. Several days later Mrs. 

Self found the team's saving grace: 

Defense. They stopped at nothing to 

keep the ball from going through the 

hoop. Two players were on crutches in 

the first two weeks. By the end of the 

season the team knew how to run 2 dif

ferent offensive plays, a full court press 

and still had an incredible defense. 

The Ankara defense collapses on an Incirlik shooter. 

Left to right: Back Row: Barbara Watkins, Ursula Lindsey, Anna Oleksiak, Molly 

Minnigerode, Jessica Dufresne, Else Saether (captain), Mrs. Carol Self. 

Front Row: kris Perry (captain), Maya Faisal, Mercan Akkor, Michelle Mendoza. 
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Molly, Ursula, and Else set up the offense to score. 
Molly and Mercan pose during half time 

Ursula stretches out to stop the Incirlik offense 

from driving to the hoop. 

Kris picks up her dribble to lob the ball to Molly. 

When the team was seeded for 
the tournament, they were 
placed fourth. After initially los
ing to Incirlik (seeded first), the 
girls moved into third place 
when Turkish team forfeited. 
The girls then came back to 
defeat Izmir 37-34. 
Unfortunately, the team lost to 
Incirlik in the championship 
game. The team surprised all by 
coming in second (from the 
fourth seed) during ASTL's. They 
had a lot to be proud of. 
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, 2 3...COMEBACK! 
From Left to Right: 
(top row)- Bruce 
Donahue, Coach; Pop 
Praphornkul; Anthony 
Johnson-, Yonching 
Huang; Nir Shefer; Adam 
Page 
(bottom row)-Jason Cruz; 
Khristian Perry; Keven 
Kaddi, Co-Captain-, Jibri 
Johnson-, Errol Smith; 
Kenan Yayboke, Co-
Captain-, Aaron Hamid; 
Min-Soo Kim; Not 
Pictured: Clive Hansen 

Above Center: Co-Captains Kenan Yayboke 
and Keven Kaddi listen attentively as 
Coach Bruce Donahue advises the team 
regarding its strategy between quarters 
during the first game of the season. 
Left: Min-Soo Kim, Clive Hansen, and Kenan 
Yayboke prepare to "crash the boards" 
after Keven Kaddi shoots a free throw. 

The Trojan Boys' Basketball team 
started the '94-'95 season deter
mined to reach success. After two 
losing seasons, the school was 
ready for a few wins. It took a 
while for the team to improve its 
skills and learn all the plays, but 
by the first meet the team was 
confident. Then came the omin
ous grade-check. With only six 
eligible players, the Trojans had to 
work overtime on the court. Even 
though in the home meet both 
games were lost, it was obvious 
that the Trojans were on their 
way back. By Izmir, they were 
able to play as a of team and 
compete at a higher level. Trojan 
Basketball was back. 
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From Top to Centen(Left)- Khristian 
Perry brings the ball down court as his 

teammates set up the "wheel" offense. 
(Below)-The Trojan Defense collapses on 
Hodja Leroy Laroy. (Center)-Jibri Johnson 
grabs some major "hang-time" against 
Ozel gag Lisesi. 

Although they lost their first game 
against the Hodjas, the Trojans kept 
their faith. All the hard practicing paid 
off when Ankara fought its way out of 
the losers' bracket with a 45-29 win 
over Izmir and a 41-37 win over the 
defending champions Ozel gag Lisesi. 
After two days of giving it their all, the 
Trojan men faced the Hodjas again. 
However, this time the tables appeared 
to have turned. The Trojans led for the 
entire first three quarters and began 
the fourth quarter with a score of 26-
21. As the Trojans ran into foul trouble, 
the Hodjas rallied to score 20 points. 
The team played at no less than 110%, 
and Ankara finished the season with 
one of its best games of the past three 
years. Despite the loss, the team 
seemed satisfied with its accomplish
ments. Comebacks are not easy, but 
the team sure made it appear as if 
they are. Competitive basketball has 
returned, once again, to Ankara. 

Above: A Hodja tries, in vain, to block one of Ching's 
"fade-away" jumpers. Right: The Trojans huddle-up 
for one last rally before playing Ozel gag Lisesi to 
advance to the championship game. 

ASTL League MVP: Yonching Huang 
All Tournament: Jibri Johnson 

Yonching Huang 
All C onference: Kenan Yayboke 
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REBIRTH OF THE CHAMPIONS 
Back On The Right Track 

The Ankara men's wrestling team, 

guided by youth and experience, took four 

of the five ASTL titles offered. The captains, 

Gazi Islam and Dogan Roppoli, each with 

four years of experience, provided a firm 

backbone for an already experienced and 

athletic team. Filling the middle weight 

classes, Dogan Roppoli wrestled at 126 lbs; 

Michael Hedge, 134 lbs; Gazi Islam, 142 lbs; 

Kurt Davies, 151 lbs; Thomas Yang, 160 lbs 

and Wes Houck, 172 lbs. 

Dogan, Michael, Thomas and Wes 

all went undefeated in competition while 

newcomers Kurt and Manish showed posi

tive signs of improvement throughout the 

season. 

Ankara's Fastest Pins: 

Gazi 15 sec Thomas 31 sec 

Dogan 20 sec Wes 45 sec 

Manish 25 sec Michael 50 sec 

Bottom row: Dogan Roppoli, Mandy Harlow (manager) 
Michael Hedge. Middle row: Gazi Islam, Thomas Yang, 
Manish Taneja, Coach Tom Stafford. Top row: Kurt Davies, 
Wes Houck. 

Kurt 2:25 Mandy 10 sec 

Gazi flexes as he downs his victim Wes takes tota, control 

Captain Gazi Stonecrushen "Wrestling is a sport of determination, of drive, 

of discipline. Thank God it's over!" Wes Houck: ,,Be aggressive." 
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The ASTL Champions 
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The Trojans' Wrestling precties 
were tough, but the Trojan Wrestlers were 
tougher. Inspired by their knowledgeable 
and cheerful manager, Mandy Harlow, they 
enjoyed themselves. 

Under the tutelage of Tom Stafford 
and Col. Tony Datillo, the team practiced 
strenuously to prepare for every meet, and 
all the effort they put in paid off by the end 
of the season, for the name "Ankara Trojan 
Wrestlers" instilled fear in their opponents. 

Dogan catches his breath as he prepares to stack his opponent 

Captain Dogan: "On the mat it does not 

matter whether you are a boy or a girl." 

Michael workine vet another nir 

Michael Hedge: "It's all guts in the third round. No Pain, No Gain! I'm tough!" 

Kurt Davies: "Shut up, Michael!" Manish Taneja: "It starts to 
matter, when you care for it! 
Quite a unique experience-
wrestling a girl!" 

Coach Tom Stafford: "Great 
bunch of veteran leaders 
that excelled in all areas of 
wrestling!" 

Mandy: "I love moppinng 

the mats." 

" GREATEST MANAGER 



TENNIS 
THE POWER OF THE BOUNCE SHOWS NO MERCY! 

Whoever says tennis isn't a tough sport, clearly hasn't experienced the stress and sweat of 
this game. After a week-long qualification tournament and a series of excruciating chal
lenge matches, the team was finally formed, and went on to train and become the very 
best our school had seen in a long time. Tennis requires hand-eye coordination, speed, 
agility and strategy. One of the necessities of the game is mental strength, which led to 
the concentration and determination of the Trojan tennis team. 

Boys' Team: 
Jaime Cruz 

Stevan Jacimovic 

Khristian Perry 

Dogan Roppoli 

Nir Shefer 

Marcin Tatarzynski 

Ata Watkins 

Kenan Yayboke 

Girls' Team: 
Kristi Bath 

Ursula Lindsey 

Michelle Mendoza 

Molly Minnigerode 

Anna Oleksiak 

Krishna Perry 

Else Saether 

Barbara Watkins 
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"DAYS OF THUNDER" 

Else caught star-gazing 

Ata aces the enemy 

Kristi takes a hard 
earned break 

Jellybeans make you 
unstoppable. 

Jump, Molly, jump! 

Kenan's supreme forehand shows 
no mercy. 

Marcin warns his opponent 
before serving. 

oh,  Oh,Oh! 

Ursula ready to send the ball 
back to the other side of the net 
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TRACK & FIELD 

Track and Field is not an easy, leisurely sport 

as many people believe it to be. Practices are 

hard and training is always challenging. 

Sprinters train in ladders, which are 

sequences of sprints run one after another. 

In order to build endurance, distance runners 

train by running long distances for long peri

ods of time. 

Field events take hours of practice to master. 

Participants must constantly improve so that 

their performance in the meet is the best 

possible. 

L to R: (top row) Keven Kaddi, Boys' Co-Captain-, 
Donnell Flarmon; Aaron Flamid; Adam Page-, 
Anthony Johnson; Bruce Donahue, Coach; (middle 
row) Jibri Johnson; Wes Houck, Boys' Co-Captain-, 
Yonching Fluang; Errol Smith; ( b ottom row) 
Sophia Kosma; Maya Faisal; Mercan Akkor, Girls' 
Captain. 

TROJAN 
R 
I 
U 
M 
P 
H 
S 

Above: Brothers Jibri and Anthony Johnson sprinted their 
way to victory during the '95 season. Right: Coach Bruce 

Donahue gives Mercan Akkor a few pointers after practice 
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Left: Several team members wait for the 
signal from Mr. Donahue so that they can 
be timed individually for the 100m dash. 
Eighth grader Melvin Jackson keeps them 
company. 

Above Left: Adam Page soars 

through the air. Above Center and 

Right: Maya Faisal and Donnell 

Flarmon prove their sprinting 

prowess. 

Left: Yonching Fluang, Aaron 

Flamid, Keven Kaddi and Wes 

Houck take a cool-down lap after a 

hard practice. 



Tears of sorrow turn to 
tears of joy when Lt. Col. 
Coulliardl and son Matt 
were found after days of 
intensive searching1 on 
the snow-covered 
mountains of Kartalkaya. 

THE YEAR 
IN REVIEW 

Quake shakes ̂ j^obe - thousands killed/ 
Amer ica  was  s t r i cken  w i th  g r i e f  a s  a  bo mb goes  o f f  
on  Apr i l  19 th ,  in  O k lahoma Ci ty ,  w ound ing  over  
400  and  k i l l ing  a lmos t  200 .  Bi l l  C l in to n  dec la red  
a  N a t iona l  Day  o f  Mourn ing .  

In the final game, 
Brazil vs. Italy, the 

South American 
team won the 

World Cup with a 
score of 8 - 6 in 

penalty shots. 

WorldCup <-34 
*  %  .  i  n _  

The year o f the movie! (and their r espective soundtracks) - The Lion King, F orrest G ump, I nterview 
with the Vampire, P ulp Fiction, S peed, L egends of t he Fall, F our W eddings and a Funeral, N ell, a nd 
The Mask 

The^ Lion King, the new I>isney 

llie f'lm was n°m'natec* f°r a 

number of Academy Awards, 

Love Tonight?". 
America's favorite past time grinds to a halt-
Baseball players go on strike! 

STEVEN SPIELBERG RECEIVED 
THE LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT 
AWARD. AMONG HIS REPERTOIRE 
OF MOVIES ARE THE 1994 OSCAR 
WINNING SCHINDLER-S LIST, E.T., 
JURASSIC PARK, AND JAWS. 

Free the Juicel/Convict O.J. 
Ever since O.J. led the 
police in a car chase, 

he has been on trial 
for the double murder 

of ex-wife Nicole Brown 
Simpson and Ron 

Goldman. The trial has 
America by storm. 
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A TASTE OF THE WORLD 
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BANDING TOGETHER 
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WORKING TOWARDS THE FUTURE 
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Today is a new day. 

Your tomorrows are as bright 

as you want to make them... 

Today is a wonderful new experience, 

full of every possibility to make 

your life exactly what you want it to be. 

Today is the beginning of new happiness, 

new directions, and new relationships. 

Today is the day to remind yourself 

that you possess the power 

and the strength you need 

to bring contentment, love, and joy 

into your life. 

Today is the day to be understanding 

of yourself, 

and to give yourself the love 

and patience that you need. 

Today is the day 

to move forward 

towards your bright tomorrow. 

-Donna Levine 

The year is finally over. Some wished it away. Some wished it would stay. Some 

wavered back and forth between the two. Deep down we all wish we could travel 

back. Saying goodbye to another year can be difficult. However, as long as our 

memories serve us well, we can return to any place and any time at our convenience. 

Flipping through the pages of this book will allow us to Remember the Times as we 

move forward towards a brighter tomorrow. 
-The Yearbook Staff 
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Yearbook Staff 
Keven Kaddi- Editor-in-Chief 
-Introduction 
-Cross-Country 
-Boys' Basketball 
-Track and Field 
-Closing/Credits 

Alexa Nichols- Assistant Editor 
-Senior Section 
-School Activities 
-World Events 

Kurt Davies- Business Manager 
-Elementary Section 
(color/black and white) 

Izabella Cieplucha- Head Photographer 

Eren Pedersen- Advertisement Editor 
-Advertisements 

Mrs. Patricia Ulku- Sponsor/Liason 
-Photography 
-Advertisements 

Kristina Perry- Layout Editor Anna Oleksiak- Mandy Harlow-
-Administration Section -Administration Section -Academics 
-Girls Basketball -Clubs -Seventh Grade Section 

Alangu Goold-
-Advertisements 

Gazi Islam-
-Student Life 

Manish Taneja 
—Wrestling 

Ursula Lindsey-
-Junior Section 
-Sports Introduction 
-Tennis 
-Student Life 

Kenan Yayboke-
-Soccer 
-Tennis 

Michael Hedge-
-Wrestling 

Michelle Mendoza-
-Sophomore Section 
-Volleyball 

-The yearbook staff would like to thank the students who worked on their respective class sections 
outside of school time:Elizabeth Janda, Radmilla Simic, Stephanie Barnes, Lindsay-Ann Simoneau, 
Anna Schaefer, Christina Wilson, Jennifer Kaddi, Melissa Copeland and Meenakshi Taneja. 
-Mr. Tom Stafford, this book would never have been completed without your ceaseless patience and 
assistance in the Business Lab. 
-We extend a special thank you to Mrs. Wendy Marble for her work on the cover art. It is absolutely 
perfect! Thanks also to Mrs. Christina Fuchs-Arthur for taking so many beautiful pictures for us. 

-As editor of the 1994-1995 G.C.M. I w ould first like to thank Mrs. Patricia Ulku, our sponsor, for her 
constant dedication to involving the community in purchasing advertisements and yearbooks. Her 
extra efforts in developing film and working with the printer assured that the book turned out as 
planned. As for the yearbook staff, WE DID IT! It took a lot of hard work on everyone's part, and 
extra long hours after school and on week ends, but it was all worth it. CONGRATULATIONS! 

Amber Howe- Pop Praphornkul-
-Freshman Section -Advertisements 
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1995 

ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT EDNA A. BROWER 
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

GLOBAL TEAMING 
FOR TECHNOLOGY 

OF THE FUTURE 
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UNITED 
TECHNOLOGIES 
SIKORSKY 
AIRCRAFT 

CONGRATULATIONS 
TO THE CLASS OF 1995 

WELCOME TO CENGIZKAAN CHINA RESTAURANT 

]% IS H >T CJ A 
WHENEVER AND WHEREVER 

YOU THINK OF CHINESE 
DELICACIES, THINK OF 

CHINA RESTAURANT, AQABA, 
ANKARA, ONCE TASTED, 

ALWAYS LOVED! 
OPEN DAILY 

ADDRESS: KOROGLU CADDESI No. 37/A G.O.P. 06700 ANKARA-TURKEY 

TEL: (312)437-5101,446-0250 
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JOTUN 
Would like to 
congratulate 
the class of 

1995. 
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Congratulations and Best Wishes 
to the 

Class of 1995 

Vinnell-Brown and Root Joint Venture 
"Commitment to Excellence" 

On the Turkey Base Maintenance Contract 
Since 1988 
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TO THE GRADUATION CLASS 
OF 1995: 

CONGRATULATIONS 
AND 

BEST WISHES 

Lockheed International Services Incorporated 
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TAIPEI ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL MISSION 

It is a great pleasure to once again renew our deep appreciation 
and sincere gratitude to the George C. Marshall School for its 
outstanding educational services to the international community 

in Ankara. 
The rich and practical multi-cultural programs of the school have 
not only benefited the children of the Chinese community in 
Ankara, but also the Turkish and foreign communities as well. We 
firmly believe that under such a good educational environment 
the international understanding will also be greatly improved. 

Representative 
Taipei Economic & Cultural Mission 
of The R.O.C. on Taiwan in Ankara 
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$asiuguan ng $iltptnas Cmbasftg of tfte $f)tltppmes 
Ankara, Curfeep 

The Embassy of the Republic of the Philippines would like to congratulate 

BANUAR REUBEN A. FALCON 

and the graduating class of 1995: 

Byrant H. Aydin 
Izabella Cieplucha 
Sandra Del Pino 

Alangu Pierre Francois Goold 
Amanda Harlow 

Jan Hensel 
Witold Hensel 
Wesley Houck 

Kemal Inal 
Gazi Islam 

Keven Kaddi 
Alexa A. Nichols 

Anna Oleksiak 
Kristina Perry 
Manish Taneja 

Barbara Watkins 
Angie R. Willi 

Chung-Ping Yang 

Edgardo A. "Fernandez 
Charge d'Affaires, a.i. 
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Dr. Lale Tuncel 
(General Medicine) 

Tunali Hilmi Caddesi 
Gummussoylshani 
79-4 (floor 1) Tel: (312) 4670010 
06700 Kavaklidere Fax:(312)4606151 

Huent English spoken. 

Dr.Vefa Qiftgioglu 
Dis Hekimi (Dentist) 

Tunali Hilmi Cad. 67/6 
Kavaklidere-ANKARA 

Tel.is: 426 53 56 
4672913 

gagri: 133-543 650 

In all branches of Insurance 
WE OFFER 

*Most competitive prices 

*Unbeatable benefits 

*Service secured in English and French 

*Professional advice and assistance 

*Prompt claims settlement 

KASRA A.S. 
Insurance Brokers 

ATATURK BULVARI No: 148/1 KAVAKLIDERE-ANKARA 
TEL:4680468468005042721214274242 

42640264271342 
FAX:4675467 

THF. INSI1RANCF. POLICIES WE SUPPLY 

* Motor *Home *Business 

* Liability *Marine *Medical 

*Travel *Accident ^Engineering 

BEST WISHES 

FOR CONTINUED SUCCESS 

TO THE 

GEORGE C. MARSHALL SCHOOL 

"ty&u rs /t $-RS/n yes" 

The Simoneau Familv 
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AAFES 
Congratulations to the Class of'95 
May your future experience be as 
rewarding as your adventures in Turkey 

Congratulates the 
Class of 1995 

The Minnigerode Family 
Steve, Ann , Molly, Emily 

and Moochie 

(B. 1 .̂ 
€026A5Sq C€CR€ACIOH ASSOC. 

cmyuitidatiotte to t&e 
@t<M4 6^ tW5 

and best wishes to the students 
of George C. Marshall School. 
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Jostens 

would like to congratulate 
the class of 1995 

ANGORA BAZAR 
KILIMS & CARPETS 

Congratulations 
Class of 1995 

We have the area's largest and most 
unique collection of kilims. We also 

have a fine selection of antique carpets. 

Atpazari Cad 15/E Ulus-Ankara 
Tel: 311 16 09 - 324 45 41 

ULUSLARARASI NAKLlYAT ve TlC. LTD §Tl. 

NATIONWIDE AND WORLDWIDE 
DOOR-TO-DOOR MOVING SPECIALISTS 

O EXPORT PACKING 
O CUSTOMS 

O INSURANCE 
O FORWARDING 

O TRANSPORTATION 
O WAREHOUSING 

O CLEARANCE and DELIVERY OF 
INBOUND SHIPMENTS 

O CUSTOMS and BLUE PLATE 
FORMALITIES OF CARS 

Hosdere caddesi, Halit Ziya Sokak No: 28/2 
Cankaya 06540 ANKARA 
TEL: (312) 441 11 55 (3 Lines) 
FAX: (312) 438 61 32 
TELEX: (0607) 46415 kybs tr. 
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CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF '95 

Adem Baba & Pepin's 
Shop 

Antiques, Object d'Art 
and Oriental Rugs 

^ ' I -j fea 

f*— GALERI 
BABA 
SHOP 

Can Sokak, 11/E 
samanpazari, Ankara 

311-1288 



Congratulations Class of '95 

George C. Marshall School 
Athletic Department 

FAREWELL G.C.M.t 
- The Kaddi Family -

- Saad, Connie, Keven, Jennifer, and Muki 

To George C. Marshall Students and Staff: 
Thank you for the many rewards and great 
memories over the past 3 years. 
Best wishes for continued success! 
-Connie & Saad 

To all my teachers: Thank you for preparing 
me for the future. I will never forget any of 
you, nor the great experiences I have had 
at G.C.M! To the Class of 1995: We Made It! 
May each and every one of your dreams 
come true. You better keep in touch, and I 
hope to see you all again in the future. To 
G.C.M.: The Trojan Legacy lives on in its 
alumni; Trojans will ALWAYS rule! - Keven 

To all my teachers: Thank you for helping 
me to reach my goals of getting good grades. 
I'll never forget you all! To the Class of 
2000: I just want to say good luck. 1 hope 
I will see you again. 1 will miss you a lot. 
- Jeni 

BEAUTICIAN 
Orhan OZKESIN 

KUAFOR 

Tel: 438 70 36 
Piyade Sok. 11/C 

Vaii Dr. Resit Sokak No. 15/C 
Cankya - Ankara 

1 52 

AUSTRALIAN EMBASSY 

Jtw, AUAJ/IOIUM LTTIIKIAMJ, ih, jJmAixl thai IIA chilcLm, ewe, a, JMAI 

HWAAJJ, G. Tflxvidiall v unbiAmahiMuil e/IJWVMWT,. ^J-awruj, JWAJGL awe, U/UA 

ihvrwl a rami, ixiLjxJJL mou/ica, cunci il ia emly, llvumcj.L eAu/exihrnb Uml llmj, unit 

le, a&h, /«• 'xnnLjA Ifwi fJUL palmlinl. Gffve, wjwwmcM, Cjai/rwl jWm, \uuch 

OJIFWDMULIEA LAKURKJ, JJACA M a, rru/SL cjJlxwal WIH/IMWVMI ACUA A Î/DHIA 

h- imia a wule/tAbvrulvmj, aj, the, imhtxl im, u>kuh iw 

HAPPY 
FACE 

RENTALS 

Ayfer Eran 
Tel: 468 01 04- 05 

Billur Sokak No. 26/2 
Hilton Oteli Karsisi 

Kavaklidere - ANKARA 

1 53 



KOPMAZ 

Antique carpets and kilims. 
New production kilims made with 
hand spun wool and natural dues. 

Also a fine selection of Hereke Carpets Gallery. 
Export and Wholesale. 

Ugur Mumcu Cad. No. 103 
Tel: (312) 437-3301 
Fax:(312)446-0475 

Nomadic Art Gallery 
Ltd. Co. 

Carpet & Kilims 

A beautiful selection of handmade kilims and carpets 

with natural colors directly from the hand looms to you. 

Tel: 311 64 82 Koyun Pazari Can Sokak, 
Fax: 311 69 77 No. 27/B Samanpazari, Ankara 

ANTIQUES 
^esUTxdtyjvonj 

(t/alvKjtimjfbof. 

Abdulkadir Ersc ij 
1 

ANTIQUE FURNITURE GALLERY 
5. Cadde No: 86 06520 Balgat • Ankara / TURKiYE 
Phone : (90.312) 285 53 50-285 53 51-285 64 85 
Fax : (90.312)285 50 44 

Mailing Address : P.K. 153 K.Dere-Ankara-TURKiYE 

1 Baigat 
| USAAx 
I F ore® Base 

—• _ 5 Caooe Balgai 

Bast 
Koiak&yon 

BEST WISHES 
TO CLASS OF 1995 

1 5 4  

TO THE 

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF 

OF THE 

GEORGE C. MARSHALL SCHOOL 

FOR ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL, 

ENRICHING SCHOOL YEAR 

FMC-NUROL SAVUNMA SAN. A. S. 

1 5 5  



THE 
PARENT 

TEACHER 
STUDENT 

ORGANIZATION 
OF 

GEORGE C. MARSHALL SCHOOL 

WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE 
CLASS OF 1995 

BEST OF LUCK IN THE FUTURE » 






